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Support Our Local Hobby Shop 

 

 

 

The Safeway Center 

Prescott Valley, AZ  
MAX & CINNIMON BANDY 

THEY SUPPORT OUR CLUB  

IMAA Chapter 705 

 

Vic block’s “cool” b-25   

I knew it would 
be a good day 

when I woke up 
and didn’t see a 
tag on my big 

toe! 
                       Unknown 

 There is nothing like a WWII RC twin bomber.  This is Vic Block’s 
foam B-25 on a fly-by.  With two electric motors one can feel safer 

knowing one engine suddenly going out is a slim possibility. 

 

John Stewart’s Patriotic Tiger 60 
 

John’s Pilot 
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CVMA NEWSLETTER 

CVMA MEETINGS 

Third Wed. of 
each month at 

7pm. 
Prescott Airport 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS 

 Check AMA Journal 
  

  August 23:   

      Regional Pro Air Races 
      at our field.         

 

 

  

     The January CVMA 
meeting was a rousing suc-
cess with great show and 
tell, food and friendships.  
Both Jay Riddle (Past Pres-
ident) and Bob Shanks 
(Newsletter Editor) received 
much deserved plaques for 
their contributions to the 
club.  
     In addition, both Bob 
Shanks and Rick Nichols 
presented current Presi-
dent Randy Meathrell with 
some not exactly flattering 
awards, a Frisbee and a 

cartoon.  
    Three new members 
were at the meeting and 
our membership has 
reached 100. Thanks to all 
who have joined, the offic-
ers will try their best to 
make sure you have a fun 
time flying your models 
this year.   
     An important Safety 
warning:  two members 
have tripped and fell enter-
ing the cabana from the 
west where there is a slight 
step up. Please watch your 

RC Club Chatter:  CVMA President Randy Meathrell 

       

step in this area and we 
will see if there is any-
thing we can do to im-
prove the footing. 

     Please make sure 
to lock the gate if 
you’re the last person 
to leave the field.  The 
gate has been found 
open several times 
recently. 
      

 

Last One to Leave the 

Field:   

CLOSE AND LOCK THE GATE! 

Answer on page 9 

CVMA MEMBERS Kick In Your Afterburner... 

 BUILD SOMETHING, BRING IT TO OUR NEXT MEETING! 

CAN YOU NAME THIS PLANE? 
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C L U B  P I L O T S  A N D  T H E I R  
   A I R C R A F T  

 

John Stewart’s “Space Walker” 

The pilot went to the dogs! 

Bob Shanks” 
Hawker Tempest 

Craig Hale’s FW-190  

Glenn Heithold’s Spitfire. 

Javier Valenzuela’s Green Machine 

(LT-25). 

John’s Tiger 60 by Carl Goldberg  has a Saito  

72 engine, he uses JR servos. 

John’s Tiger 60 Pilot is screaming for action! 

CVMA Field Panoramic during 

our last Regional War Bird races. 
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   C L U B  P I L O T S  A N D  
T H E I R  A I R C R A F T  Graham Johnson’s “Peak” 

from NItro Planes. 

Rick Nichols and Randy 
Meathrell getting ready for 

test #3 of Rick’s School 
Plane. She flew but needs a 

tweak or two.  

Jay Riddle’s big electric. 

Bob Wurth’s Pete-N-Poke 
with Mikey and Minnie pilots.  
Very cool Bob! 

George Walker’s speedy Stryker being 
launched by Randy Meathrell. 

Jim Ayers Quad Copter. 

One of our wonderful Arizona sunsets, come fly with CVMA. 
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Always Check Your CRAP:  
(Control surface, Rips & tears, Angles, Power system) 

From Horizon Hobby 

What to do if you crash: 
     First, remain calm. Remember, everyone crashes. After you 
crash, check your C.R.A.P. 
Control surfaces -  Pull on everything, make sure everything is 
secure and moves properly. 
Rips and tears -      Examine the body of your plane closely 
looking for rips, tears or crinkles. 
Angles -                   Look for structural weaknesses. Check the 
angle of your tail and make sure it’s not crooked. 
                                 Make sure angles of repaired area are the 
same as before the crash, even if it is not a control 
                                 surface.  
Power system -      Check all electronic connections and make 
sure everything works. Turn the motor by hand and make sure 
it turns freely. (Make sure you removed all dirt first) 
What to do For Each of These Issues  
Bent shaft 
1. The vibration can negatively affect your plane’s perfor-
mance 
2. It’s rare you can bend it back straight. 
3. It’s best to replace it or swap the whole motor 
Motor angle / firewall cracked 
1. Can usually be fixed with some hot glue or CA 
2. Remove the motor repair and reinstall 
Dirt in motor 
1. You’ll notice when you turn the motor by hand. 
2. Remove the bell and clean it out 
Stripped servo 
1. Replace it 
Loose control horn, wires or prop 
1. Tighten or repair 
2. Replace if necessary 

     The most common things you will      
experience from a crash are: 
 

•Bent shaft 
•Motor angle / firewall cracked 
•Dirt in motor 
•Stripped servos 
•Loose control horn, wires or prop 
•Stressed, bent or broken prop 
•Broken or crinkled fuselage 
•Damaged Battery (very dangerous) 

Stressed, bent or broken prop 
1.  Replace it! 
Broken or crinkled fuselage 
1. Repair with hot glue, tape, or foam safe CA. 
2.Use hot water to bring it back to shape 
3.More glue does not mean more strength. Thin even 
glue over a tight joint is GOOD! 
Damaged Battery (very dangerous) 
1.Get rid of it!… Recycle 
2.If you're not sure if it’s damaged check individual cell 
voltages frequently. 
     If your aircraft is manufactured by a reputable manu-
facturer, common replacement parts can easily be pur-
chased at your local hobby shop.  Always try to carry 
extra props for your plane! 
 
Crash Prevention: Things that cause a CRASH 
1. Neglecting your preflight check   
2.Too windy 
3.Flying a plane beyond your ability (  
4.Getting distracted / Looking away 
5.Flying out of range / getting disoriented 
6.Flying close or behind to objects 
7.Too small of a flying field 
Most of all, don’t be afraid to fix you plane. Be creative 
with your repairs. Keep your repairs simple. Damaged 
areas can often be covered with strategic decoration. If 
it flies… you did it right! Remember: crashing is just 
part of the hobby.  
See more at:  
http://flitetest.com/articles/beginner-series-crashing-and
-repairing#sthash.ddstOyYa.dpuf 
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SHOP VALLEY HOBBY   

one has heard it.  Also announce 
which direction you are planning to 
land or take off. 
     The Arizona E-fest will be January 
25, Randy and Larry Parker have 
room in their vehicles for anyone that 
may want to ride along. 
     Randy discussed goals for the 
club this year.  Suggestions were 
school programs and Boy Scout 
programs in helping the Boy Scouts 
earn aviation badges. 
     Randy talked about Dennis O’Con-
nor’s drawing for cement additions at 
the east end of the flight area for the 
larger planes.  Jay Riddle will follow 
up on that and head up the project. 
     Rick Nichols gave the Treasury 
Report and it was approved. 
     Randy presented Bob Colianni his 
Solo Certificate.  Randy presented    

Past President Jay Riddle and 
Newsletter Editor Bob Shanks with 
well deserved Plaques of Apprecia-
tion from the Chino Valley Model 
Aviators.  Randy, as our flight in-
structor, was also presented a 
framed cartoon certificate of appre-
ciation from artist Bob Shanks.   
     Webmaster Don Crowe gave a 
slide presentation on the mechan-
ics of working our new website, 
chinovalleymodelaviators.org 
     We also have a You Tube site 
and a Facebook page. 
     Randy gave a slide presentation 
on choosing the correct motor for 
your airplane, and some safety tips 
on battery charging. 
       Larry Parker showed his P-40 
micro-plane and his mini Quad 
Copter.  Bud Mellor brought his 

    The meeting was called to order 
at 7:00 PM by President Randy 
Meathrell. The salute to the flag 
was led by Roger Calvert. 
There were 42 members in attend-
ance.  Guests tonight were Dave, 
President of Casa De Oro Flying 
Club. New members present were 
Mike Kidd, Mike Martin and Ricky 
Flores. 
     Randy reported that again the 
gate has been left open a couple of 
times.  Glenn Heithold will be build-
ing new safety standoffs for the 
flight line fence.  Randy reminded 
members to announce loudly in 
each direct their landing and take-
off intentions. It is also a good idea 
for others on the line to repeat 
these intentions so it is clear every-

Don Ferguson’s EP Foam Cargo Plane        
complete with an operational cargo door! 

beautiful PBY-5 Catalina, a work in 
progress.  Jerry English shared 
his Trainer Type Plane and Don 
Crowe showed his Smart Plane. 
     Milt Vought won the door prize 
of a $25.00 Tower Hobby Gift Cer-
tificate.  George Walker won an X-
acto Knife Kit and a Volt checker.  
Jerry Calvert won a $50.00 Valley 
Hobby Gift Certificate.  Jay Riddle 
won the GLUE and a Toolbox.  
Rick Nichols won a E-Flite Helicop-
ter.  Bob Steffensen won some 
clamps, Don Crowe won a Knife 
Set, Jerry English won a covering 
iron, Jay Reynolds won a magnetic 
tray and Roger Calvert won a Hex 
wrench set. 
Meeting was closed at 8:55 PM. 
 
Rick Nichols, Secretary/Treasurer 

     Please shop at our only 
local hobby store, Valley 
Hobby, they support our 
club so well.   
     Cinnimon and Max Bandy 
go  all out for our CVMA  
members and local RC fans. 

Don Crowe 
explains 
our new 
web site. 
(below) 

January  General Membership Meeting 

Don Crowe’s Smart Plane. 

Bob Shanks’ Award. 

Bob Colianni’s  
Award. 

Jay Riddle’s  Award. 

Jerry English’s Foam Trainer. 

Bud Mellor’s PBY. 
Larry 

Parker’s  
mini EP 
P-40 at 
right. 

Randy Meathrell explains electric motor basics. 

President Randy 
Meathrell gets a “Flight 

Instructor” cartoon 
from Bob Shanks. 
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S A F E T Y  I S  A L W A Y S  A N  I S S U E  
     As you have no doubt noticed, every-

one is flying from the center fenced in ar-

ea.  The reason for this is to better hear 

our commands to “take off”, “land”, or 

“taxi” etc.  Many of us don’t hear well and I 

know a number of us where hearing aids, 

your editor included, so we all fly in that 

center fenced in area for safety.   

     We have some lane numbers ready to 

be installed to help pilot separation.  We 

also will have an added safety barrier be-

ing constructed by member Glenn Heithold 

to help preserve the fence and cut down 

on damage to our planes should they col-

lide with the barrier or fence.  This new 

safety addition is a nice idea.  Please thank 

Glenn the next time you see him flying at 

the field.  He is an avid experienced and 

expert flyer.  He and member Bud Mellor, 

M E M B E R  P R O J E C T:  
R I C K  N I C H O L S ’  

S C H O O L  B U S  

Bending wood 
 

Use 409 spray cleaner to bend balsa wood.  
It also makes a good airplane cleaner for you and the airplane. 

Building Tip 
 

and down hill. 

     One of our biggest expenses is having a 

separate insurance policy on the field, a 

requirement by the town of Chino Valley.  

This is a good idea and since our lease is 

only $10 year.  This also provides another 

layer of protection for the town’s land and 

our club.   Combined with AMA insurance 

we are covered well. 

     In our AMA journal there is a good safe-

ty article about really checking used mod-

els over very closely for safety issues, like 

cracked props, weak or cracked motor 

mounts and so on. 

   Also an article about puffed lipo batteries 

in other devices need inspecting.  We do a 

good job of safe guarding our flight batter-

ies but what about old cell phones, and 

other devices with lipo batteries?  

our Regional War Bird Racing CD both live 

in Walker so they have a long drive to fly at 

the field.  We have some very proactive 

members, what a great club.   

     Your editor has been told several times 

recently by new members and visitors that 

our club is so friendly and helpful.  Let’s 

keep it that way members, so greet new 

faces and introduce them to RC and our 

field.  We all need to keep in the fore front 

of our minds this is a great and friendly 

hobby. 

     We don’t fly a race track pattern so we 

have flyers taking off and landing both 

ways, up hill and down hill depending on 

the wind.  Since our field is laid out the way 

it is safer to be able to judge which way 

you want to land.  We all should practice 

taking off and landing both ways up hill 

     Rick’s little yellow school bus plane is 
featured in Model Airplane News page 16. 
Rick modified this from a Hobby King   
Little Bug kit. The cartoon eyes and mouth 
is a great finishing touch. 
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Air Power Classics 

From the USAF Air Force Magazine 
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NAME THAT PLANE: THE STIPA-CAPRONI   

      The Stipa-Caproni, also generally called the Caproni Stipa, was an experimental Italian aircraft designed in 1932 by Luigi Stipa 

(1900–1992) and built by Caproni. It featured a hollow, barrel-shaped fuselage with the engine and propeller completely enclosed by 

the fuselage—in essence, the whole fuselage was a single ducted fan. Although the Regia Aeronautica (Italian Royal Air Force) was 

not interested in pursuing development of the Stipa-Caproni, its design was an important step in the development of jet propulsion. 

The design of the Stipa-Caproni was very similar to that of modern jet engines; in fact, after having patented his design in Italy, Ger-

many, and the United States in 1938, Stipa became convinced that German rocket and jet technology  

(especially the V-1 flying bomb) was using his patented invention without giving proper credit.   Stipa's basic idea—which he called 

the "intubed propeller"—was to mount the engine and propeller inside a fuselage that itself formed a tapered duct, or venturi tube, 

and compressed the propeller's airflow and the engine exhaust before it exited the duct at the trailing edge of the aircraft, essentially 

applying Bernoulli's principle of fluid movements to make the aircraft's engine more efficient. 

     Stipa spent years studying the idea mathematically while working in the Engineering Division of the Italian Air Ministry, eventually 

determining that the venturi tube's inner surface needed to be shaped like an airfoil in order to achieve the greatest efficiency. He also 

determined the optimum shape of the propeller, the most efficient distance between the leading edge of the tube and the propeller, 

and the best rate of revolution of the propeller. Finally, he petitioned the Italian Fascist government to produce a prototype aircraft. 

The government, seeking to showcase Italian technological achievement—particularly in aviation—contracted the Caproni company 

to construct the aircraft in 1932. 

     The resulting aircraft—a midwing monoplane of mostly wooden construction dubbed the Stipa-Caproni was strikingly ungainly in 

appearance. The fuselage was a barrel-like tube, short and fat, open at both ends to form the tapered duct, with twin open cockpits in 

tandem mounted in a hump on top of it. The wings were elliptical and passed through the duct and the engine nacelle inside it. The 

duct itself had a profile similar to that of the airfoils, and a fairly small rudder and elevators were mounted on the trailing edge of the 

duct, allowing the ducted propeller wash to flow directly over them as it exited the fuselage to improve handling. The propeller was 

mounted inside the fuselage tube, flush with the leading edge of the fuselage, and the 120-horsepower de Havilland Gipsy III engine 

that powered it was mounted within the duct behind it at the midpoint of the fuselage. The aircraft had low, fixed, spatted main landing 

gear and a tail wheel, making it look as if it was squatting when on the ground. It was painted in a blue-and-cream scheme of the type 

used on racing aircraft of the day, and its rudder bore the colors of the Italian flag.  

Test flights  

     The Stipa-Caproni first flew on 7 October 1932 with Caproni company test pilot Domenico Antonini at the controls. Initial testing 
showed that the "intubed propeller" design did increase the engine's efficiency as Stipa had calculated, and the additional lift provid-
ed by the airfoil shape of the interior of the duct itself allowed a very low landing speed of only 68 km/h (42 mph) and assisted the 
Stipa-Caproni in achieving a higher rate of climb than other aircraft with similar power and wing loading. The placement of the rudder 
and elevators in the exhaust from the propeller wash at the trailing edge of the tube gave the aircraft handling characteristics that 
made it very stable in flight, although they later were enlarged to further improve the plane's handling characteristics. The Stipa-
Caproni proved to be noticeably quieter than conventional aircraft of the time. Unfortunately, the "intubed propeller" design also in-
duced so much aerodynamic drag that the benefits in engine efficiency were cancelled out, and the aircraft's top speed proved to be 
only 131 km/h (81 mph).      
     The test flights of the Stipa-Caproni also sparked much academic interest, and resulted in Stipa's work being studied in France, 
Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom, and by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in the United States. France de-
signed—but never constructed—an advanced night bomber based on a Luigi Stipa design in the mid-1930s, and various aircraft de-
signs such as the German Heinkel T fighter of 1940 are thought to have incorporated some of Stipa's ideas and the modern turbofan 
engine is thought by some aviation historians to be a descendant of the "intubed propeller" demonstrated in the Stipa-Caproni. In 
Australia, a 3/5-scale replica of the Stipa-Caproni, accurate even in terms of paint scheme and markings, was built it in 1998 and flew 
briefly in 2001.  The replica never flew again, and now is on static display in Australia.  A possible unique RC model?  (From Wikipedia) 

A front view (L) of the 
Stipa-Caproni,             

showing Stipa's "intubed                 
propeller" design in which 
the propeller and engine 
are   mounted  inside a 

hollow tube which       
constitutes the  airplane's    
fuselage. The spats have 
been removed from the 

landing gear. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Caproni_Stipa_from_front.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intubed_propeller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intubed_propeller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_engine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuselage

